Cheung VCK, d'Avella A, Bizzi E. Adjustments of motor pattern for load compensation via modulated activations of muscle synergies during natural behaviors. J Neurophysiol 101: 1235-1257, 2009. First published December 17, 2008 doi:10.1152/jn.01387.2007. It has been suggested that the motor system may circumvent the difficulty of controlling many degrees of freedom in the musculoskeletal apparatus by generating motor outputs through a combination of discrete muscle synergies. How a discretely organized motor system compensates for diverse perturbations has remained elusive. Here, we investigate whether motor responses observed after an inertial-load perturbation can be generated by altering the recruitment of synergies normally used for constructing unperturbed movements. Electromyographic (EMG, 13 muscles) data were collected from the bullfrog hindlimb during natural behaviors before, during, and after the same limb was loaded by a weight attached to the calf. Kinematic analysis reveals the absence of aftereffect on load removal, suggesting that load-related EMG changes were results of immediate motor pattern adjustments. We then extracted synergies from EMGs using the nonnegative matrix factorization algorithm and developed a procedure for assessing the extent of synergy sharing across different loading conditions. Most synergies extracted were found to be activated in all loaded and unloaded conditions. However, for certain synergies, the amplitude, duration, and/or onset time of their activation bursts were up-or down-modulated during loading. Behavioral parameterizations reveal that load-related modulation of synergy activations depended on the behavioral variety (e.g., kick direction and amplitude) and the movement phase performed. Our results suggest that muscle synergies are robust across different dynamic conditions and immediate motor adjustments can be accomplished by modulating synergy activations. An appendix describes the novel procedure we developed, useful for discovering shared and specific features from multiple data sets.
I N T R O D U C T I O N
In recent years, there has been much enthusiasm in the movement control community in the idea that organizing the motor system into modules could be a way for the CNS to circumvent the difficulty of controlling the many degrees of freedom in the musculoskeletal apparatus (Bernstein 1967) . As reviewed in Flash and Hochner (2005) , a motor module, sometimes called a motor primitive (Bizzi et al. 1991) , can be conceptualized at different levels of the motor system hierarchy: the behavioral, the kinematic, the muscular, down to the neural levels. At the muscular level, recent studies have provided evidence suggesting that a module can be represented as a muscle synergy, defined by various authors as a timeinvariant activation profile across many muscles, activated by a time-varying activation coefficient Hart and Giszter 2004; Saltiel et al. 2001; Ting and Macpherson 2005; Torres-Oviedo and Ting 2007; Tresch et al. 1999 Tresch et al. , 2006 . We and others have previously argued that a linear combination of a small number of synergies is responsible for the generation of muscle patterns underlying natural behaviors (Cappellini et al. 2006; Cheung et al. 2005; d'Avella 2000) and hypothesized that each synergy can be regarded as a low-level feedforward controller ) producing joint torques that can be related to global biomechanical (TorresOviedo et al. 2006) or kinematic (Cajigas-González 2003; d'Avella et al. 2003) variables.
Whether a motor control scheme comprising a small number of functionally relevant synergies is compatible with the bewildering capacity of the motor system to compensate for diverse, and often unpredictable, perturbations over different timescales has remained an intriguing question. Although the intrinsic viscoelastic properties of the musculoskeletal apparatus likely contribute to instantaneous perturbation compensation (Bizzi et al. 1992) , neural activations elicited by sensory afferents no doubt play a critical role in generating compensatory responses (reviewed in Rossignol et al. 2006) . Muscle activations associated with immediate perturbation compensation can conceivably be generated by modulating the activation pattern of the very same set of synergies used for constructing normal behaviors. Alternatively, compensatory responses might result from built-in corrective muscle synergies, accessible by sensory afferents but not normally used for movement construction before perturbation, similar in concept to the corrective force-field primitives observed in the frog (Kargo and Giszter 2000) . A third possibility is that corrective muscle patterns are generated solely by modulating the activations of individual muscles through segmental and long-loop reflex pathways rather than by modulating activations of preorganized muscle synergies. This possibility would imply that either the networks organizing the synergies are not susceptible to sensory influences (and thus any corrective pattern can result only from reflexive adjustments of individual muscles) or any sensory modulation of synergy activations plays no role in perturbation compensation. Finally, there remains a possibility that motor outputs are not constructed by any preorganized muscle synergies specified by distinct neuronal networks and thus any apparent "muscle synergy" is just the result of a muscle coactivation pattern assembled, under certain highlevel control policies, by the motor system for a specific task performed under a specific dynamic environment. In this case, compensatory responses observed after perturbations would have to be either generated just by existing reflex pathways or coordinated in accordance with other control principles. It remains unclear as to which of the above possibilities can best explain the motor patterns elicited on limb perturbation for immediate corrective responses.
We have previously shown that many muscle synergies observed in frog locomotor behaviors persist even after deafferentation, suggesting that many synergies underlying natural motor behaviors might be centrally organized motor primitives (Cheung et al. 2005 ). More recently, d 'Avella et al. (2006) demonstrated that in fast reaching movements of humans, muscle synergies observed in the electromyographic activities (EMGs) of an unloaded arm can explain a large fraction of the variation present in the EMGs collected from the same arm loaded by an endpoint weight. Both of these cited studies point to the possibility that synergies for natural motor behaviors are structures that are robust across different dynamic conditions. An even more recent study by Perreault et al. (2008) reports that in a human multijoint postural maintenance task, reflexive muscle activities for limb stabilization can be decomposed into several coordinative muscle profiles that remain the same across both stiff and compliant environments. This suggests that stabilizing EMGs for different perturbation types may be generated by sensory modulation of a set of fixed coordinative structures. Motivated by the above-cited studies, we here explicitly test the hypothesis that, during natural motor behaviors, compensatory muscle patterns observed on limb perturbations can be generated by modulating the activation pattern of the very same set of synergies underlying movements before perturbation. This hypothesis predicts that muscle synergies are structures that are robust across motor behaviors executed in different perturbation conditions and that EMG changes associated with limb perturbations can be explained as alterations in the recruitment profile of a set of invariant synergies. In light of our previous observation that the activation amplitude and duration of many frog synergies were altered specifically during limb flexion after deafferentation (Cheung et al. 2005) , we expect that changes in the activations of the synergies after perturbation delivery would be the most pronounced during the flexion phases of the behaviors examined.
In our experiments, we tested the aforementioned hypothesis by perturbing the hindlimb of the frog during four natural behaviors, including kicking, jumping, stepping, and swimming. Electromyographic data from 13 hindlimb muscles of the perturbed limb were collected before, during, and after the frog limb was perturbed by an inertial load, delivered by a weight attached to the calf. To analyze the synergies of the different loading conditions, we developed a novel procedure based on the nonnegative matrix factorization method (Lee and Seung 1999), capable of simultaneously discovering synergies shared by all unloaded and loaded EMGs, as well as synergies specific to one or multiple loading conditions. To analyze the activation patterns of the synergies, we parameterized the kicking and jumping behaviors so that the synergy activations of unloaded and loaded episodes belonging to similar behavioral varieties were compared. Our results support that sensory modulation of the activations of centrally organized synergies, invariant across loading conditions, can be a mechanism underlying motor response adjustments for immediate load compensation during natural motor behaviors.
M E T H O D S

Implantation of EMG electrodes
Before experimentation, all procedures were examined and approved by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology Committee on Animal Care. Four adult bullfrogs (Rana catesbeiana, ϳ240 -340 g), named P, Q, R, and S, were studied. Before surgery for electrode implantation, the frog was anesthetized with ice and with tricaine (ethyl 3-aminobenzoate methanesulfonate, 100 mg/kg; Sigma, St. Louis, MO) injected into the left iliac sac. Bipolar EMG electrodes were implanted into 13 right-hindlimb muscles (Cheung et al. 2005; d'Avella et al. 2003) falling into five functional groups (nomenclature: Ecker 1971) :
1) Group I: Hip extensors/knee flexors, including adductor magnus (AD), semimembranosus (SM), rectus internus major (RI), and semitendinosus (ST). While AD is a hip extensor, SM, RI, and ST are both hip extensors and knee flexors.
2) Group II: Knee extensors/hip flexors, including vastus internus (VI), vastus externus (VE), and rectus femoris anticus (RA).
3) Group III: Major flexors in the thigh, including iliopsoas (IP), biceps (or iliofibularis) (BI), and sartorius (SA). All three muscles are hip flexors; BI and SA also have knee flexor action.
4) Group IV: Ankle flexors/knee extensors, including tibialis anticus (TA) and peroneus (PE).
5) Group V: Ankle extensor/knee flexor, consisting of gastrocnemius (GA) only.
The EMG wires were routed subcutaneously to the frog's back and attached through crimped pins to a connector insulated by wax and epoxy. A custom-made plastic platform, adhering to the inner surface of the back skin through Nexaband glue (Veterinary Products Laboratories, Phoenix, AZ), stabilized the connector. The frog was allowed Ն1 day for recovery from surgery.
Experimental procedure
Patterns of EMG during unrestrained terrestrial behaviors (frogs P, Q, and R) including kicking (i.e., ballistic unilateral limb extension followed by flexion without body displacement), jumping, and stepping, as well as swimming behaviors (frog S), were acquired during four to five within-day experimental sessions spread over 5-8 days. In each session, two to eight trials of data collection, each lasting about 10 min, were performed. Between trials, the frog was rested for Ն15 min to prevent muscle fatigue and exhaustion. During the terrestrial trials, positions of the acetabulum, knee, and ankle on the dorsal limb surface were marked by Wite-Out correction fluid (Milford, CT) to facilitate kinematics extraction (see Recording kinematics in the following text). During the swimming trials, additional insulation of the connector against water was provided by removable light-bodied Permlastic (Kerr USA, Romulus, MI). All movements were videotaped by a digital videocamera (Sony DCR-HC46, 29.97 frames/s), although kinematics were extracted from the video only for kicks and jumps.
Effects of inertial loading on the EMGs were studied by attaching a weight to the frog's right calf. The weight (20.1-40.2 g), made of malleable lead, was adhered to a double-layer vinyl strap by Elastikon tape (Johnson & Johnson, New Brunswick, NJ) . In the loaded trials, the weight was attached to the anterior (frogs Q, R, and S) or posterior half (frog P) of the right calf by wrapping the strap around the calf and securing the strap's position by industrial-strength Velcro. The load was positioned carefully so that it did not physically obstruct the motion of any joint.
To ensure that any EMG changes associated with loading were repeatable and reversible, in three frogs (Q, R, and S) the same load was applied and then taken off several times. In frogs Q and R, the same weight (frog Q, 63% of hindlimb weight; frog R, 56%) was applied three times, in sessions 2, 3, and 4, respectively, during terrestrial behaviors. In frog S, the weight (85%) was applied two times, in sessions 2 and 3, respectively, during aquatic behaviors. In each of these sessions, data were collected before, during, and after load application. For frog P only, two different loads were tried: a lighter load (37%) was applied first over sessions 2 and 3 and, then, a heavier load (74%) over sessions 4 and 5. The experimental schedules of the four frogs are summarized in Fig. 1A .
After data collection, each frog was killed by an overdose injection of tricaine (800 mg/kg). Positions of the EMG electrodes were verified by dissection, after which the right hindlimb was detached from the body by sharp scissors and then weighed.
Recording kinematics and characterizing behavioral varieties
Kinematics of kicking (frogs P, Q, and R) and jumping (frog R) were extracted from the recorded video images. Video episodes were captured from mini-DV videotapes and digitized as avi files using Adobe Premiere 6.0 (Adobe Systems, San Jose, CA). Each frame in the video files was deinterlaced into its upper and lower fields using a custom software written in Matlab (The MathWorks, Natick, MA). Positions of the body axis, acetabulum, knee, and ankle were marked manually onto individual video fields using a custom graphical user interface (GUI). Assuming a planar motion of the frog hindlimb, time sequences of the hip and knee joint angles (29.97 ϫ 2 ϭ 59.64 Hz) were computed from the marker positions extracted from the video fields. The hip angle is defined to be the angle between the body axis and the femur, and the knee angle, that between the femur and tibiofibula ( Fig. 2A) .
To facilitate subsequent comparisons of unloaded and loaded EMGs from episodes with similar behavioral attributes (see Behavioral parameterizations in coefficient comparisons in the following text), each kick or jump was further characterized by two behavioral parameters, defining the episode at a fixed point in a two-dimensional behavioral space. For kicks, this space is represented by the kick displacement vector, defined by the hip displacement angle (h2-h1 in Fig. 2A ) and the knee displacement angle (k2-k1) from the initial limb position to the maximally extended position (in joint space) during the kick. These two displacement angles of the vector define the x-and y-axes of the kick behavioral space, respectively (Fig. 2B) , and the magnitude of the displacement vector defines the kick magnitude. The jump behavioral space is represented by the jump length (y-axis) and jump direction (x-axis) (Fig. 2E ). Jump length is defined as the distance between the initial and final midpoint positions of the frog (Fig. 2D) . Jump direction is defined as the angle between the initial body axis and the line connecting the initial and final midpoint positions of the frog (Fig. 2D) ; a positive angle was assigned to a rightward jump and a negative angle, to a leftward jump.
Trajectory analysis
For kicks of three frogs (P, Q, and R) and jumps of one frog (R), we examined the progress and degree of trajectory compensation to the added load by quantifying the difference between the loaded and unloaded trajectories in joint space. We sought to compare trajectories of loaded and unloaded episodes located at similar positions in the behavioral space, so that any trajectory differences are likely to reflect deviations caused by the load rather than natural differences between the trajectories of different behavioral varieties. To this end, for each behavior and each frog, we first defined a baseline set of unloaded episodes against which all episodes were compared. This baseline set was composed of all unloaded episodes collected before the first loaded epoch (preload), as well as all postperturbation episodes excepting those collected from the first trial of those epochs (containing roughly 30 episodes of different behaviors), whose EMGs might potentially reflect "aftereffects" of motor learning. Then, for every loaded and unloaded episode (including every episode in the baseline set), the five episodes in the baseline set lying closest to that episode in the behavioral space were identified; the distances between the trajectory of the episode in question and those of its neighboring baseline episodes (distance to be defined in the following text) were calculated and then averaged. The degree of trajectory compensation can then be examined by comparing the distances for the loaded episodes with those for the unloaded episodes. Distance between trajectories was quantified by the figural distance measure described in Conditt et al. (1997) . This measure captures differences in trajectory shapes, but contains no information on speed or higher-order differences. All trajectories were represented in joint space defined by the hip and knee angles, with the space origin denoting the initial joint angles. For kicks, we also calculated the figural distances for the extension and flexion phases separately and then averaged them for each kick so that any phase-dependent trajectory differences can be captured by this distance measure.
FIG. 1. Experimental procedure and the muscle synergy model used in this study. A: the experimental schedules of the 4 frogs (P, Q, R, and S) studied herein. Electromyographic data of 13 muscles during terrestrial behaviors (kicking, jumping, and stepping) were collected from 3 frogs (P, Q, and R) and those during aquatic behaviors (in-phase and out-of-phase swimming), from one frog (S). In selected trials, an inertial load was applied to the frog hindlimb by attaching a weight to the frog's calf. The black boxes in the figure indicate the within-day sessions in which each frog was exposed to the load. The number in each box refers to the weight of the load applied, expressed as a percentage of the hindlimb's weight. Abbreviations: load1, the first block of loaded trials; load2, the second block of loaded trials; load3, the third block of loaded trials. B: the muscle synergy model. In this example, the waveforms of 3 muscles (M1, M2, and M3) are explained as a linear combination of 2 synergies (synergy 1 and synergy 2), each represented as a static activation balance profile across the 3 muscles, and activated by a time-varying activation coefficient. The model can be formally stated by the equation shown in the figure, where D(t) is the electromyographic (EMG) data of all muscles at time t, w i is the synergy vector for the ith synergy, c i (t) is the coefficient for the ith synergy at time t, and M is the total number of synergies composing the data set. For more details, see METHODS, Data analysis: the muscle synergy model.
EMG preprocessing and normalization
Electromyographic signals were amplified (gain of 10,000), bandpassed filtered (10 -1,000 Hz) through differential AC amplifiers (Model 1700, A-M Systems, Carlsborg, WA), and digitized (1,000 Hz). Using custom Matlab software, the continuous EMG trace of each trial was manually parsed into episodes, subsequently categorized into different behaviors according to their corresponding video records. Each episode contained a single kick or jump or, in the cases of stepping and swimming, one or several consecutive movement cycles. The parsed data were high-pass filtered (window-based finite impulse response [FIR] filter; 50th-order; cutoff of 50 Hz) to remove motion artifacts, rectified, low-passed filtered (FIR; 50th-order; 20 Hz) to remove noise, and integrated over 10-ms intervals to capture envelopes of EMG activity.
After integration, for every behavior, the variance of each muscle in the EMG data set was normalized to one, so that results of the muscle synergy extraction algorithm used in subsequent analyses will not be biased into describing only the high-variance muscles (Torres-Oviedo et al. 2006).
Data analysis: the muscle synergy model
In this study, we set out to investigate whether any systematic EMG changes associated with inertial loading can be characterized as changes in the recruitment pattern of invariant muscle synergies or, alternatively, as changes in the muscular compositions of all or selected muscle synergies. Following our earlier studies (Cheung et al. 2005; Tresch et al. 1999 Tresch et al. , 2006 , we modeled the EMGs collected under the unloaded or loaded conditions as a linear combination of a set of muscle synergies, each represented as a time-invariant activation balance profile across the 13 recorded muscles, and activated by a time-dependent activation coefficient (see also Hart and Giszter 2004; Torres-Oviedo et al. 2006 ). In this model, it is possible for each muscle to belong to more than one synergy and thus the EMG of any single muscle might be attributed to simultaneous or sequential activations of several muscle synergies. The example in Fig. 1B illustrates this formulation. In the figure, the two bar graphs depict the activation balance profiles of two muscle synergies (synergy 1, black bars; synergy 2, gray bars) activated by two time-varying waveforms, c 1 (t) and c 2 (t). The EMGs of three muscles, M1, M2, and M3 (dotted FIG. 2. Characterizing varieties of kicks and jumps. A: as shown in the leftmost frog diagram, the hip angle is defined as the angle between the body axis and femur; the knee angle is defined as the angle between femur and tibiofibula. The rest of the frog diagrams in this panel illustrate the kick displacement vector, defined as the joint-angle difference between the initial ankle position (h1 and k1) and the kick's maximally extended position (h2 and k2). The hip and knee joint-angle displacements define the x-and y-axes of the kick behavioral space, respectively. B: the extents of distribution of kick varieties in the kick behavioral space before and after inertial loading. As can be seen here, the extents of distribution of unloaded (ϩ) and loaded (E) kick varieties almost completely overlap each other. The 3 frog cartoons shown in the figure indicate where lateral kicks (top left), caudal-lateral kicks (top right), and caudal kicks (bottom) lie in the kick behavioral space. C: the distribution extents of the unloaded and loaded kicks were quantified by first defining a baseline set of kicks (for definition, see METHODS, Trajectory analysis) and then calculating the Euclidean distance between each kick and its closest baseline neighbor in the behavioral space. After binning the kicks by kick magnitude (defined as the magnitude of the kick displacement vector), we plotted the distances for the loaded (E) and unloaded (■) kicks (mean Ϯ SD). For all bins (except the first bin of frog Q, marked by *), the unloaded and loaded distances are not significantly different from each other (P Ͼ 0.05). This suggests that the differences between the loaded and baseline kicks are not more than the differences among the unloaded kicks. D: jump length is defined as the distance of the line connecting the initial and final midpoint positions of the frog. Jump direction is defined as the angle between the initial body axis and the line connecting the frog's initial and final midpoint positions. Positive angles are assigned to rightward jumps and negative angles, to leftward jumps. E: distribution extents of jump varieties before (ϩ) and after (E) inertial loading. The jump behavioral space is represented by both jump length (y-axis, expressed as a multiple of the body length) and jump direction (x-axis). The 2 distributions almost completely overlap each other in extent.
lines), are explained by the combination of synergies 1 and 2, both of which have activation components across all three muscles. The waveform of M2, for instance, is initially contributed by both synergies, followed by synergy 1 (black), and then both synergies again. This definition of muscle synergy thus differs from those in which each muscle belongs to only one synergy at any time point (Krouchev et al. 2006) .
The EMGs of each frog and behavior analyzed here include data collected from different loading conditions: for instance, for frog P, there were five conditions, including preload, load1, postload1, load2, and postload2 (Fig. 1A) . The goals of the present data analyses are 1) to objectively identify the synergies and their activation coefficients from the unloaded and loaded EMGs, 2) to assess the extent to which the identified muscle synergies were preserved across the different loading conditions, and 3) for the synergies remaining invariant across loading conditions, to compare the synergy activation patterns observed in the unloaded conditions with those observed in the loaded conditions. We achieved the first two goals by using a novel adaptation of the nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF) algorithm (Lee and Seung 1999, 2001 ) to extract muscle synergies from the pooled unloaded and loaded EMGs. The NMF algorithm requires the number of synergies extracted from the EMGs to be specified a priori. In the following text, we first describe how we determined the numbers of synergies embedded within the EMGs of the different conditions. We then outline how the NMF algorithm was manipulated in this study for assessing which of the synergies extracted were invariant across which conditions. Finally we describe the statistical methods we used for comparing synergy coefficients of the unloaded and loaded conditions.
Determining data dimensionalities
To initialize the NMF algorithm, it is necessary to determine the number of synergies underlying the EMGs collected from each of the preload, load, and postload conditions. In previous studies (Cheung et al. 2005; d'Avella et al. 2003; Tresch et al. 2006) , this number was chosen by plotting the R 2 or log-likelihood of EMG reconstruction against the number of synergies extracted; the number of synergies at the point on the curve with maximum curvature is then presumed to be the "correct" number of synergies. Although this ad hoc procedure has been shown to be very robust in simulated data composed of synergies with equal amounts of variance contribution (Tresch et al. 2006) , its application in experimental data sets collected from natural behaviors has remained difficult because the R 2 curves obtained often do not show unambiguously a point with abrupt slope change (e.g., see Cheung et al. 2005; their Figs. 3A and 7A) .
In light of this difficulty, we implemented another method, based on estimating the R 2 confidence interval (CI), to ensure both consistency in choosing the number of synergies across loading conditions and adequate description of the data at the chosen number. For each loading condition, including preload, load1, postload1, load2, postload2, and so forth, we first extracted 1 to 10 synergies using NMF without pooling data from different conditions. After convergence of the algorithm, the 95% CI of the EMG reconstruction R 2 was estimated by bootstrapping, a commonly used statistical procedure for empirically obtaining information about the uncertainty of a parameter. In our bootstrapping, the data set of each condition was resampled 300 to 1,000 times with replacement of EMG episodes (i.e., the same EMG episode may appear multiple times in the resampled data set). As in standard bootstrapping methods, the resampled data set contained the same number of EMG episodes as the original data set. After each resampling, the R 2 was recalculated. Because each resampling was done with episode replacement, the set of 300 -1,000 bootstrapped R 2 values would follow a certain distribution, allowing estimation of the uncertainty of the actual R 2 value. After sorting this set of R 2 values in ascending order, the lower and upper bounds of the 95% CI were then estimated to be the 2.5 and 97.5 percentiles of the R 2 distribution, respectively. Following R 2 -CI estimation, we selected the numbers of synergies for each condition by first finding an appropriate number for the EMGs of the preload condition and, then, using the preload R 2 -CI at its chosen number of synergies as a reference R 2 interval against which the numbers for the other load and postload conditions were chosen. The preload number of synergies was estimated to be the minimum number at which the extraction repetition yielding the highest R 2 has a corresponding CI-upper bound Ͼ90%. Such a criterion seems reasonable to us, given that in previous studies (Cheung et al. 2005; d'Avella 2000) most of the R 2 curves were obtained using the NMF plateau to a straight line at about 90%. For the other load and postload conditions, the number of synergies was chosen to be the minimum number at which at least one extraction repetition yields an R 2 whose CI overlaps with at least half of the preload R 2 -CI. This criterion guarantees that the EMG data from all conditions are described equally well at their chosen numbers of synergies.
Extracting shared and specific synergies across multiple conditions
In the procedure for selecting numbers of synergies outlined earlier, we extracted muscle synergies from each loading condition separately to estimate data dimensionalities. An obvious way to assess whether there are synergies that remain invariant across loading conditions is to examine these synergies extracted separately from each condition and then to determine their similarity. However, interpreting results obtained from this approach is difficult. As we have pointed out previously (Cheung et al. 2005) , the subspace in the muscle space embedding the EMGs may be represented by many equivalent sets of synergies whose nonnegative activations span different regions of the subspace. It follows that any difference between synergies of different conditions could just be a consequence of the limited data variability within each condition available to the algorithm, thus resulting in different synergy sets spanning different regions of the same subspace, rather than a reflection of differences in the EMG subspace. This difficulty in synergy extraction is conceptually similar to the problem in standard regression analysis that two different samples drawn from the same population might yield different estimates for the same parameter because each sample contains only limited data variance for consistent parameter estimation.
An obvious alternative to separate extractions is to extract synergies from the data set pooling together EMGs of all conditions. However, this approach presupposes that the different conditions share the same set of synergies, which is precisely what we attempt to test. Moreover, in such an approach, no prior information on potential differences in data dimensionalities between conditions is provided to the algorithm and, consequently, the extracted synergies and their corresponding coefficients might describe some conditions better than the other. Interpreting the extraction results then becomes difficult.
To overcome these problems, we developed an NMF-based procedure that uses all available data to maximize the data variability available to the algorithm during extraction, but at the same time allows the possibility for any condition-specific synergies to be extracted. Such a possibility has been explored in our previous study (Cheung et al. 2005) , in which we outline a procedure for comparing data from two conditions. Here, we generalize our original formulation so that synergies shared by more than two conditions as well as synergies specific to one or several conditions can be simultaneously extracted from an arbitrary number of data sets.
The procedure we developed is described in the APPENDIX. Briefly, parallel extractions of shared and specific synergies were achieved by exploiting NMF's multiplicative update rules, as a consequence of which any synergy forced to be inactivated (i.e., having zero coefficient) over a condition at the algorithm's initial iteration remains inactivated over that condition throughout all subsequent iterations. Our procedure systematically finds, for each synergy, an activation selection across conditions, guaranteeing that the EMGs of the different conditions are described at similarly high R 2 values. Taking the EMG data of all conditions and their respective data dimensionalities as inputs, the procedure returns 1) a set of synergies, 2) the timevarying coefficients for the synergies, and 3) for each synergy, a condition selection indicating in which conditions the synergy is activated (e.g., a condition selection for a fixed synergy active in all conditions would include all unloaded and loaded conditions; a selection for a synergy activated only after inertial loading would include just load1, load2, and load3).
When analyzing EMGs, to guarantee that the extraction was not biased toward a particular condition containing more data samples than the other, in all extractions the number of EMG episodes used for each condition was chosen such that the numbers of data samples across conditions were approximately the same. Each extraction was repeated 20 times, each time with random initial conditions (uniformly distributed between 0 and 1) and random subsets of EMG episodes. Convergence was defined as having 20 consecutive iterations with a change of R 2 Ͻ0.01%. The extraction repetition with the highest overall R 2 was selected for further coefficient analyses. The magnitude of every synergy vector was normalized to unit Euclidean norm and their coefficients were multiplied by the synergy's original magnitude, so that all coefficients subsequently analyzed represent activations of unit vectors.
Detecting activation bursts of synergy coefficients
For kick and jump synergies found to be shared by multiple loaded or unloaded conditions, we analyzed whether loading changed their patterns of activation by comparing the coefficient time traces for the unloaded EMGs with those for the loaded EMGs. Specifically, we compared the peak amplitude, duration, and onset time of the activation coefficient bursts of each shared synergy across conditions. We focused on analyzing coefficients of kicks and jumps because we were able to extract sufficient kicking and jumping kinematics for the behavioral parameterizations involved in our comparison (see following text).
Before comparison, we first divided each kick or jump episode into two segments (phases a and b), corresponding to the extension and flexion phases, respectively; this parsing was accomplished by marking the offset time of the extensor bursts using a custom Matlab GUI. Within each phase, the onset and offset times of the activation coefficient bursts were automatically detected by a thresholding procedure. First, for each experimental session and for each muscle synergy all coefficient time points with amplitude exceeding 5% of the maximum coefficient amplitude observed in that synergy during that session were isolated. Any continuous segment of isolated data points was considered to be an activation burst. Then, to prevent any sustained coefficient activity from being fragmented into many short bursts, we further merged any two bursts within the same phase into one if the time gap between their activations was Ͻ20 ms. After the merging step, any bursts with duration Ͻ40 ms were filtered out and excluded from further analysis. We have found that this burstdetection procedure isolated burst onset and offset times similar to those marked manually by a Matlab GUI (see Fig. 8A for an example of a coefficient time trace comprising five bursts with their onset and offset times isolated by our burst-detection method). The automatic procedure, however, ensures that the times were marked objectively and consistently.
The number of bursts detected in either phase varies across episodes; to keep our statistical analysis tractable, in our duration and magnitude comparisons for each phase, we compared the total burst duration (i.e., in 
Behavioral parameterizations in coefficient comparisons
As in our trajectory analysis, in our coefficient comparison for each phase, we sought to compare loaded and unloaded episodes at similar positions in the behavioral space, so that any differences in coefficient amplitude and/or duration between them are likely to reflect activation changes for loading compensation rather than those for producing different behavioral varieties. To this end, the coefficient amplitude and duration of every loaded and unloaded episode were compared against those of the five baseline episodes closest to the episode in question in the behavioral space (see Trajectory analysis for definition of baseline set). Thus for each synergy and in each phase, we calculated the average difference, in coefficient burst duration and amplitude, between each episode and its neighboring baseline episodes. The effect of loading on synergy recruitment can then be assessed by comparing the average difference values of the loaded episodes with those of the baseline episodes. For instance, if, for either duration or peak amplitude, both the difference values of the loaded episodes and those of the baseline episodes cluster around zero, the coefficient of that synergy is not modulated by loading. If, on the other hand, the duration difference values of the loaded episodes lie above the distribution of the baseline duration difference values, the duration of that synergy is prolonged by loading. A test of statistical significance (␣ ϭ 0.05) was performed on the difference values for each loaded episode. The null hypothesis that the loaded value is the same as the mean baseline value was rejected if the loaded value was Ͼ97.5 or Ͻ2.5 percentile of the baseline distribution.
Comparing coefficient burst onset times
For phase b (flexion phase), we examined whether loading affected the timing of synergy activation by comparing the coefficient burst onset times of the loaded episodes with those of the unloaded episodes. All burst onset times were specified as the time elapsed since the phase boundary. The unloaded and loaded onset times for each order of phase b burst were compared separately; thus for the first burst, only the episodes containing one or more bursts in phase b were included in the comparison; for the second burst, only those with two or more bursts were included, and so on. Statistical hypotheses on whether the loaded and unloaded means were the same were assessed by the Kruskal-Wallis test (␣ ϭ 0.05).
R E S U L T S
Herein, we study how increasing limb inertia affects motor coordination by recording EMGs from 13 right hindlimb muscles before and after wrapping a weight around the calf. Both terrestrial behaviors (frogs P, Q, and R) and aquatic behaviors (frog S) were examined. Numbers of behavioral episodes included in our analyses are summarized in Table 1 .
Behavioral varieties before and after inertial loading
We first examined how the added inertial load might change the frog's behavioral repertoire. In many previous perturbation studies, the subject was trained to perform specific motor tasks prior to perturbation delivery (e.g., see Mussa-Ivaldi and Bizzi 2000) . By means of training or explicit instructions, the subject's intent of executing a fixed task or trajectory was kept constant throughout the experiment; the degree of motor compensation was then characterized as the extent to which the same trajectory was realized under the perturbed condition. Here, we study natural motor behaviors of the frog, which is not very susceptible to motor task training due to its low overall spontaneous motor activity (Thompson and Boice 1975) . Because our frogs were untrained, we could only compare the loaded and unloaded trajectories and EMGs of those episodes similar in their behavioral varieties (e.g., episodes with similar kick amplitudes and directions), assuming that such a similarity also reflects similarity in the frog's motor behavioral goal. To this end, we characterized the distributions of behavioral varieties before and after loading to see whether they intersect sufficiently to allow meaningful comparisons of loaded and unloaded data. Among the four behaviors studied, we focused on comparing the behavioral distributions of kicking and jumping before and after loading because the stepping and swimming kinematics were not available to us at the moment of our analyses.
Kick varieties were characterized by the hip and knee displacement angles from the initial limb position to the maximally extended position during the kick ( Fig. 2A) . In all frogs, the inertial load did not significantly alter the varieties displayed. For instance, for frog Q (Fig. 2B) , distribution of kick varieties for the loaded kicks (E) is very similar in extent to that for the unloaded kicks (ϩ). We further quantified this similarity by calculating the Euclidean distance of each unloaded and loaded kick to its nearest unloaded baseline neighbor in the behavioral space. For all frogs and for all kick magnitudes (except one magnitude bin in frog Q) the mean distance to the nearest baseline kick for the unloaded kicks is not statistically different from that for the loaded kicks (Kruskal-Wallis, P Ͼ 0.05; Fig. 2C ; frog P not shown). For the one bin showing a significant difference (frog Q, kick magnitude ϭ 0 -40°; P Ͻ 0.05), the mean distance to baseline for the loaded kicks is even smaller than the mean for the unloaded (Fig. 2C) kicks. These results suggest that the overall differences in kick displacement angles between the loaded and baseline kicks are not larger than those among the unloaded kicks, implying that the unloaded and loaded kick varieties had very similar extents of distribution.
Likewise, the unloaded and loaded jump varieties also had very similar extents of distribution in the jump behavioral space, defined by the jump direction (x-axis) and length (y-axis) (Fig. 2D ). As shown in Fig. 2E , the behavioral distribution for unloaded jumps (E) almost completely overlaps that for loaded jumps (ϩ). For all three frogs, the mean distances to the nearest baseline jump of all the unloaded and loaded conditions are not significantly different from each other (P Ͼ 0.05).
The preceding analysis confirms that for kicks and jumps, the distributions of behavioral varieties before and after loading intersect nontrivially, allowing subsequent comparisons of loaded and unloaded trajectories and EMGs for revealing deviations caused by the inertial load.
Trajectories before and after inertial loading
Having established that the inertial load did not change the distributions of jump and kick varieties, we proceeded to examine the progress and degree of trajectory compensation by quantifying the similarity between the unloaded and loaded joint-space trajectories. Quantification was accomplished by calculating the average figural distance (Conditt et al. 1997) between the trajectory of every episode and those of its neighboring baseline episodes in the behavioral space. This distance reflects the shape difference between trajectories belonging to similar varieties.
It is apparent in plots of the figural distance against time (kick of frog R, Fig. 3A ; jump of frog R, Fig. 3C ) that the distributions of figural distance for the unloaded (ϩ) and loaded (E) episodes substantially overlap with each other, indicating that the differences between most loaded trajectories and their unloaded neighbors are no larger than the differences among baseline trajectories. This suggests that for most kicks and jumps, the frog was able to compensate for the load to effect similar trajectories. Importantly, there was no increase in figural distance in the beginning of all postload epochs, implying that the trajectories exhibited on load removal were not much different from the baseline trajectories. The absence of aftereffect suggests that any changes in EMGs or synergy coefficient activations associated with loading (described in the following text) were likely results of immediate adjustment of motor outputs mediated by altered sensory signals rather than consequences of motor learning.
In Fig. 3 , A and C, there are a few loaded episodes with notably larger figural distances (e.g., several in load3 of Fig. 3A and two in load3 of Fig. 3C ), representing loaded trajectories different from their unloaded neighbors. In Fig. 3 , B and D, the loaded kicks and jumps with figural distances Ͼ92.5 percentile of the baseline distribution of figural distances are marked by OE. For kicks (Fig. 3B) , most marked episodes are caudal or caudal-lateral kicks of larger magnitudes; for jumps (Fig. 3D) , the marked episodes include both longer leftward jumps and shorter rightward jumps. Thus in selected regions of the behavioral space, there were trajectory changes induced by the added inertial load.
Below we illustrate how load-related trajectory changes are dependent on the behavioral variety performed. Figures 4 and 5 show loaded and unloaded kick trajectories taken respectively from two different regions in the kick behavioral space (Fig. 4 : lateral kicks; Fig. 5 : caudal-lateral kicks), represented as either joint angles (middle row) or ankle trajectories (bottom row; extension: solid line; flexion: dotted line). We see in the joint-angle plots of Fig. 4 that after loading, during the kick's return phase the knee flexed with a slower speed than before load attachment, consistent with observations of decreased limb velocity on inertial loading reported in previous studies (Gottlieb 1996; Happee 1993; Khan et al. 1999) . However, for their ankle trajectories, the preload (Fig. 4A ) and postload (Fig. 4, F-I ) trajectories were very similar in shape to those of kicks recorded both early (Fig. 4B ) and late (Fig. 4, C-E) during the loaded epoch, agreeing with the figural-distance analysis shown earlier (Fig. 3B) . For the caudal-lateral kicks shown in Fig. 5 , however, the loaded and unloaded ankle trajectories were noticeably different. Although the unloaded ankle trajectories (Fig. 5, A, E , and F) all rotated in the counterclockwise direction with the extension trajectory medial to the flexion trajectory, the loaded kicks (Fig.  5, B-D) showed the reverse clockwise pattern, with the ankle moving more laterally during extension than during flexion. The joint-angle plots further reveal that this alteration was due to a slower hip extension after loading. In the three loaded kicks, during extension the hip angle (dotted line) increased with a smaller slope than the knee angle (solid line), but in the unloaded episodes this slope difference between the two joints was not as obvious. In two of the loaded episodes (Fig. 5, B and C) , the hip even continued to extend further as the knee started to flex. Thus for this kick variety the inertial load induced trajectory changes, which may be regarded as either incomplete load compensation or compensatory trajectory adjustment after perturbation (Krakauer 2007).
EMG changes after inertial loading
Before comparing synergies of the different loading conditions systematically, it is instructive to inspect the loaded and unloaded EMGs of the kick episodes shown in Figs. 4 and 5. The EMG of each kick was divided into two phases, labeled a and b, corresponding to the extension and flexion phases, respectively. In Fig. 4 , we notice that phase a EMGs of the loaded kicks are very similar to those of the unloaded kicks, all characterized by short bursts of VI, VE, RA, IP, and TA. However, the same cannot be said for phase b. In the loaded phase b the durations of the ST, RA, and IP bursts are much longer than those in the unloaded episodes. Also, while in the phase b of all kicks two bursts of ST activity are present, in the loaded kicks the FIG. 3. The inertial load's effect on kick and jump trajectories. A and C: for each kick (A) and jump (C) episode, the average distance between the episode's joint-space trajectory (with space origin denoting the initial limb position) and those of the 5 baseline neighbors closest to that episode in the behavioral space was calculated. Trajectory distance was quantified by the figural distance measure introduced by Conditt et al. (1997) . Plots of this distance against time (represented as chronologically ordered episode number) show that for both kicks (A) and jumps (C), there was no increase in figural distance in the beginning of the postload epochs, suggesting that EMG changes associated with loading represent immediate motor pattern adjustments rather than motor learning. B and D: in the loaded epochs (load1, load2, and load3), there were several episodes with notably higher figural distances (as shown in A and C). Shown here are positions of the loaded kicks (B) and loaded jumps (D) in their respective behavioral spaces; those with figural distances above the 92.5 percentile of the baseline distribution of figural distance are marked by OE and the rest, by E. In B, we see that most of the marked episodes are caudal-lateral kicks of larger magnitudes. In D, we see that the marked episodes include both shorter rightward jumps and longer leftward jumps. These plots suggest that in selected regions of the behavioral space, there were load-related trajectory changes due either to incomplete compensation to the inertial load or to compensatory EMG changes that caused trajectory deviations. In B, the 2 boxes indicate the behavioral-space regions from which the kick examples shown in Figs. 4 and 5 are taken. activation onset of the two bursts are separated further apart from each other than in the pre-and postload kicks. In the last two loaded kicks (Fig. 4, D and E) , there are also prominent phase b activities of AD and RI not present in all other kicks in the figure. As described in the previous section, the loaded and unloaded endpoint trajectories of these kicks were quite similar in shape. The load-related EMG alterations noted here were thus likely changes induced for maintaining the same trajectory under the perturbed condition. The similarity of the pre-and postload examples also points to the reversibility of the EMG changes on load removal, further supporting that the altered muscle activation pattern in the loaded kicks was related to execution of compensatory motor strategies.
With respect to the caudal-lateral kicks shown in Fig. 5 , noticeable phase a changes after loading include decreases in the RI and ST burst amplitude, seen in Fig. 5 , B-D. Since both of these muscles have hip extensor action, their decreases in amplitude here may be responsible for the slower hip extension of the loaded caudal-lateral kick described in the previous section. However, as in Fig. 4 , the most dramatic EMG alteration after inertial loading occurs in phase b. In the loaded examples, we see increases in the burst duration and amplitude of ST, RA, IP, SA, and TA. Despite these prominent changes, the groupings of the muscles active in phase b seem to remain the same in both the loaded and unloaded examples in the figure: the phase b bursts of RA, IP, and BI are always followed by the bursts of TA and ST. This observation points to the possibility that there exist muscle groupings, or synergies, remaining invariant across loading conditions. In the following text, we evaluate this proposition systematically by adapting the nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF) algorithm (described in the APPENDIX) to analyze our muscle data, using it both as an objective means for identifying synergies from the EMGs and for indicating whether any extracted synergy was activated across the different preload, load, and postload conditions.
Determining dimensionalities of EMG data sets
As the first step of our NMF analyses, we determined the dimensionality of the EMGs of each unloaded and loaded FIG. 4. Examples of EMG and kinematic data of lateral kicks collected before, during, and after inertial loading. Shown here are 9 kicks with similar kick displacement vectors (their locations in the kick behavioral space shown in Fig. 3B ) taken from preload (A), loaded (B-E), and postload (F-I) trials of the postload1, load2, and postload2 epochs of frog R, respectively. The temporal locations of these nine kicks within those epochs are indicated in the bar shown in the figure's top right corner. Each kick is divided into 2 phases, a and b, roughly corresponding to the extension and flexion phases, respectively. Phase boundary is indicated in each episode by a vertical dotted line. EMG data shown here (1,000 Hz) were high-pass filtered (finite impulse response filter, 50th order, cutoff of 50 Hz), to remove motion artifacts, and then rectified. Kinematic data shown here (59.64 Hz) were extracted from deinterlaced videoimages. Joint extension is indicated by an increasing angle (hip angle, dotted line; knee angle, solid line) and joint flexion is indicated by a decreasing angle. The EMG and kinematic data were synchronized by a digital counter. Here, the depicted EMG data are time shifted to the right by 62 ms to account for electromechanical delay. condition by finding the number of NMF synergies explaining the data set of each condition with an R 2 of about 90% (assuming similar noise magnitudes across data of all conditions). For frogs P and S, there were five conditions, including preload, load1, postload1, load2, and postload2. For frogs Q and R, there were seven conditions, including the five listed earlier plus load3 and postload3 (Fig. 1A) .
The data sets of both the unloaded and loaded behaviors possess similar dimensionalities. In this analysis, in some behaviors (e.g., kicks of frog Q), we pooled together the data of more than one condition (but always under the same loading status) because the number of behavioral episodes in each of those conditions was too small to yield meaningful results. For all frogs and behaviors, linearly combining five to eight synergies is sufficient to describe the EMGs (13 muscles) of all conditions with R 2 of about 90% (Table 2) . Also, for all behaviors examined (except jumps of frog Q), the numbers of synergies across conditions differ at most by only one (Table 2) .
When compared with the numbers of synergies published in our previous studies of frog behaviors, the numbers of synergies found here, ranging from five to eight (Table 2) , are greater than the previously reported numbers by one to two (d'Avella and Bizzi 2005: five synergies with R 2 of ϳ90%; Cheung et al. 2005 : four to six with ϳ90%; d'Avella 2000: five to eight synergies but with ϳ95%). This is probably because in this study we normalized the EMG variance of each muscle before synergy extraction, a step not performed in the aforementioned studies. Variance normalization seems reasonable to us because it ensures that the compositions of the extracted synergies are not biased toward high-variance muscles. The numbers of synergies selected here, nevertheless, are still compatible with those found in the EMGs of spinalized frogs elicited by N-methyl-D-aspartate iontophoresis (Saltiel et al. 2001 , in which seven synergies are used to reconstruct EMGs of 12 muscles with R 2 of 91%).
Muscle synergies invariant across loaded and unloaded conditions
Having selected the number of synergies for each condition, we proceeded to identify the muscular compositions of the synergies using our new NMF-based synergy extraction procedure. Our procedure requires the EMGs and the number of synergies of each condition as inputs, and returns 1) the synergies, 2) the synergies' activation coefficients, and 3) for each synergy, a condition selection indicating in which loading condition(s) the synergy is activated (i.e., the subset of conditions in which the synergy contributes to data reconstruction). Figure 6 shows results of our extractions for four different behaviors of four different frogs. Each muscle synergy, whose vector magnitude was normalized to unity, is represented as a bar graph depicting the activation balance profile across all 13 recorded muscles. Those bars with component magnitude Ͼ0.1 are labeled by their corresponding muscle names, and the moment arm signs of the muscles are denoted by the bar colors (blue: hip extensor/knee flexor; red: knee extensor/hip flexor; black: flexor in the thigh; green: ankle flexor/knee extensor; magenta: ankle extensor/knee flexor). To the right of each synergy is a row of boxes, corresponding to the different loading conditions analyzed (as labeled in the first box row of each panel) and denoting the condition selection of that synergy found by our procedure. Those boxes corresponding to the conditions in which the synergy was found to be activated are colored gray and to those found to be inactivated, colored black. For example, synergy Sp1 (Fig. 6C ) was found to be activated in preload, load1, postload1, postload2, and postload3, but inactivated in load2 and load3.
In all behaviors examined, most synergies were found by our algorithm to be shared between the unloaded and loaded EMGs. It is evident in Fig. 6 that most of the synergies for kicking (Fig. 6A), jumping (Fig. 6B) , and swimming (Fig. 6D ) were identified to be activated in all unloaded and loaded conditions (kick: 5/8 synergies; jump: 6/6; swim: 7/8). For stepping (Fig. 6C) , only 4 of 11 synergies were activated in all conditions; however, in this synergy set there are three pairs of similar synergies (Sp4/5, Sp7/8, and Sp10/11) whose condition selections are complementary-that is, their selections, when combined, comprise all conditions. One such pair was also found in the synergy set for kicking (Fig. 6A) . In Fig. 6 , these pairs are grouped together by brackets. We verified that for each behavior, the scalar-product similarity between the synergies within the complementary pairs is higher than that between pairs of all other synergies not belonging to any complementary pair (Kruskal-Wallis, P Ͻ 0.05). If we regard each complementary pair as belonging to the same synergy, we see that among the 33 synergies shown in Fig. 6 , only 3 synergies have incomplete condition selections (K6 for kick, Sp1 for step, Sw8 for swim). Considering all behaviors of all frogs together, in none of the data sets was more than one synergy with incomplete condition selection extracted (Table 3 ). This observation of the synergies' robustness across different loading conditions is consistent with our intuitions derived from our visual inspection of the raw EMG data (Figs. 4 and 5) described earlier.
As shown in Fig. 6C , the synergies within each complementary pair are composed of similar muscles and it is possible that they indicate how the balance profile of a synergy is altered across conditions. Alternatively, it is possible that the altered synergy within each pair results from condition-specific noises or general fluctuation of EMG amplitudes across days.
In Fig. 6 , there are also three synergies with incomplete data set selections not grouped within a complementary pair. Synergy Sp1, absent in load2 and load3, could represent a synergy inactivated by the load. Synergy K6 is absent only in load2; this is consistent with a later observation (see following text) that both the amplitude and duration of its activation coefficient burst decreased in the other loaded conditions (Table 4) . Synergy Sw8 is active only in postload1, but the small data variance explained by it (3.56%) suggests that it probably captures mostly noise or EMGs attributable to conditionspecific behavioral variability.
Examples of EMG reconstructions using the extracted synergies and coefficients
The main finding of the previous section-that most synergies extracted were invariant across conditions-anticipate that the EMG changes described previously can be attributed largely to changes in the activation pattern of invariant synergies. We demonstrate this by first examining how the recruitment time course of each synergy contributes to EMG reconstruction in specific examples. In Fig. 7A , selected kick episodes shown in Figs. 4 and 5 are reconstructed using the extracted synergies and their activation coefficients. The original EMG data, filtered and integrated, are shown in thick black lines; they are superimposed onto the reconstruction, decomposed into different colors with each color denoting the contribution of a single synergy in the reconstruction, and matching the color of the synergy's coefficient time course shown below the reconstruction. The labeling of synergies in Fig. 7 (K1 to K8, etc.) also matches that used in Fig. 6 . We see in Fig.  7 , A1-A3 that the phase a bursts of knee extensors, similar across all three episodes, are explained in each episode as a burst of a single synergy, K2 (magenta). In phase b, the prolonged ST and RA bursts in the loaded example are ex- plained by an increase in the duration of K4 (gray) and the prolonged IP burst, of K5 (green). Similarly, in Fig. 7 , A4-A6, decreases in amplitude of the RI and ST bursts in phase a after loading are explained by the decreased activation of a single synergy, K4. In phase b, the prolongation of RA, IP, and SA was attributed by NMF to an increase in the activation duration of K2 and K5; the duration increases of the ST and TA bursts, on the other hand, are explained by changes in K3 and K4. In Fig. 7B we also show reconstruction examples of three jump episodes (frog P) with similar jump directions (Ϫ42.9, Ϫ41.6, FIG. 6. Muscle synergies underlying the EMGs of kicking (A), jumping (B), stepping (C), and swimming (D) extracted by our NMF-based procedure. Each muscle synergy shown here, with vector magnitude normalized to unity, is represented as a bar graph across the 13 recorded muscles. The colors of the bars indicate the moment arm signs of the muscles (blue: hip extensor and/or knee flexor; red: knee extensor and hip flexor; black: major flexors in the thigh; green: ankle flexor and knee extensor; magenta: ankle extensor and knee flexor). Bars with component magnitudes Ͼ0.1 are labeled by their corresponding abbreviated muscle names (see METHODS, Implantation of EMG electrodes, for full names of the muscles). To the right of each synergy vector is a row of boxes for depicting a selection of loading conditions in which the synergy was found to be activated by the algorithm. Each box corresponds to a particular loading condition (as labeled in the topmost row in each figure panel). Those boxes corresponding to the conditions in which the synergy was found to be activated are colored gray and those boxes corresponding to the conditions in which the synergy was found to be inactivated are colored black. In A (kick) and C (step), similar pairs of synergies with complementary condition selections (i.e., their selections, when combined, span all conditions) are grouped together by a bracket. As can be seen, most synergies shown in the figure either have selections spanning all conditions or belong to a complementary group. These results suggest strongly that many muscle synergies were invariant across different unloaded and loaded conditions. Cond., condition; Act., activated; Inact., inactivated. Fig. 6 . The muscles listed refer to those with synergy activation component magnitude Ͼ0.1 (bold font, Ͼ0.5). Groups of similar synergies with complementary selections (#) were compared together as one synergy. For these synergies, coefficient amplitude comparison across loading conditions was omitted because the different muscle balance profiles of the synergies within each group are expected to scale their coefficients differently. Columns 4 and 5: In our coefficient analysis, we compared coefficient amplitude and duration from unloaded and loaded episodes at similar locations in the behavioral space. As explained in RESULTS (Modulation of synergy activations after loading in selected regions of behavioral space), we first calculated the difference in peak amplitude or duration between each loaded episode and its unloaded baseline neighbors; we then plotted the difference values in behavioral space to see whether modulation was a function of the behavioral variety performed (Fig. 8, B-F) . We summarize whether the peak amplitude (Peak) or duration (Dur) of each synergy during each phase was observed to be up-modulated (OE and ‚) or down-modulated ( and ƒ). The modulated regions of the behavioral space are indicated below the triangles. Filled triangles (OE and ): number of loaded episodes above/below baseline (i.e., Ͼ97.5 or Ͻ2.5 percentile of the distribution from baseline episodes) greater than the number of unloaded episodes above/below baseline by 10% of the total number of loaded episodes. Empty triangles (‚ and ƒ): number of loaded episodes above/below baseline greater than the number of unloaded episodes above/below baseline by 5% of the total number of loaded episodes. Columns 6 and 7: In our comparisons of the number of phase b bursts and burst onset times, statistical significnce of the difference between the unloaded and loaded means was assessed by the nonparametric Kruskal-Wallis test (‚ and ƒ, P Ͻ 0.05; OE and , P Ͻ 0.01). In column 7, all burst onset times are specified as the time elapsed between phase boundary and the actual onset time. Each order of burst (Ord.) was compared separately. Upward triangles (OE and ‚), loaded Ͼ unloaded; downward triangles ( and ƒ), loaded Ͻ unloaded. Abbreviations: C, caudal kicks; La, lateral kicks; CLa, caudal-lateral kicks; Rt, rightward jumps; Lt, leftward jumps; Sh, jumps with short jump lengths; Me, jumps with medium jump lengths. and Ϫ37.5°) and jump lengths (1.49ϫ, 1.66ϫ, and 1.62ϫ body length) collected before, during, and after inertial loading, respectively. As in the kick examples, the phase b EMG changes in muscles ST, RA, IP, and SA are accounted for by increases in amplitude and/or duration of synergies J2 (red), J4 (green), and J5 (magenta). These observations show very clearly how complex load-related EMG changes can be described more simply as alterations in the activations of a few synergies and how changes in a single muscle may involve activation changes of more than one synergy (e.g., ST during phase b in Fig. 7, A4-A6 ).
Even though we have not focused herein on comparing loaded and unloaded synergy coefficients for cyclic behaviors (i.e., stepping and swimming cycles), for the sake of completeness we show in Fig. 7C an EMG reconstruction example for a swim episode (frog S) comprising five consecutive swimming cycles, demarcated by dotted vertical lines in the figure. In this episode the weight was attached to the calf during the first three cycles, but it accidentally came off during the fourth (marked by a vertical arrow in the figure) . Thus both the latter half of the fourth cycle and the fifth cycle were unloaded. We see that on weight detachment, the duration and/or amplitude FIG. 7. Reconstructing EMGs of kicking (A), jumping (B), and swimming (C) episodes using the extracted muscle synergies and their corresponding activation coefficients. In A, the kick episodes shown are the same as some of the kick examples shown previously in Figs. 4 and 5 (their corresponding figure labels shown in parentheses). The original EMG data (filtered, rectified, and integrated) are shown in thick black lines. Superimposed onto the EMG data are the reconstructed EMGs, decomposed into different colors denoting the contributions of the different synergies to the reconstruction, and matching the colors of the coefficient time traces shown below the reconstruction. The labels of the synergies (K1-K8, J1-J6, and Sw1-Sw7) also match those shown in Fig. 6 . As described in RESULTS (Examples of EMG reconstructions), the plots here suggest that EMG changes associated with loading can be explained as altered activations of invariant muscle synergies.
of RA, IP, BI, SA, and TA all diminished. In the reconstruction, these changes are explained by the shortened bursts of Sw3 (yellow) and Sw6 (green), as well as diminished activation of Sw7 (gray). This immediate change in EMGs on unloading further supports our earlier conclusion that the synergy coefficient modifications we see here likely reflect an immediate adjustment of motor outputs mediated by altered sensory signals.
Modulation of synergy activations after loading in selected regions of behavioral space
How loading altered synergy recruitment is demonstrated in the previous section by examining specific EMG examples. To understand how the degree of synergy modulation may be a function of the behavioral variety performed, we proceeded to perform statistics comparing, at the population level, the magnitude and duration of synergy activation of the unloaded and loaded conditions. We focus on comparing the unloaded and loaded EMGs of three of our data sets-kicks of frog R (n ϭ 433), jumps of frog P (n ϭ 419), and jumps of frog Q (n ϭ 412)-because these data sets possess a large enough number of samples to yield meaningful statistical results.
To ensure that any result indicating a difference in coefficient amplitude or duration between the unloaded and loaded behaviors reflects EMG changes for loading compensation rather than those for effecting different behavioral varieties, we sought to compare loaded and unloaded episodes at similar positions in the behavioral space. For every loaded and unloaded episode we calculated the average difference in total duration or peak amplitude between that episode and the five baseline episodes nearest to it in the behavioral space. This way, any loading modulation of duration or amplitude is reflected by different distributions of the loaded and baseline difference values.
Such comparisons of distributions reveal that the extent to which the amplitude of a synergy was modulated by the load depended on both the phase of the behavior and the behavioral variety performed. Figure 8B plots the comparison results in the kick behavioral space for the phase a peak amplitude of one kick synergy, K4. Every data point in the scatterplot, regardless of its marker shape, represents a loaded kick, its coordinates in the plot corresponding to the kick's hip (x-axis) and knee (y-axis) displacements. Different marker shapes indicate whether the amplitude difference value for that loaded kick lies below (ƒ), within (E), or above (‚) the interval containing 95% of the baseline difference values; colors of the triangles also reflect the actual difference values for those episodes. We see that the amplitude differences of many loaded caudal kicks (i.e., kicks with large hip displacement but small knee displacement) and a few medium-magnitude caudal-lateral kicks are above the baseline distribution, but caudal-lateral kicks of the largest magnitudes have amplitude differences lying below the baseline. The distribution extent of the triangles in this plot indicates the particular kick varieties in which the activation amplitude of this synergy (K4) was increased (large caudal and small to medium caudal-lateral kicks) or decreased (large caudal-lateral kicks) after inertial loading during phase a of kicking. On the other hand, for the phase b peak of the same kicking synergy (Fig. 8C) , the amplitude difference of most lateral kicks (i.e., kicks with large knee displacement but small hip displacement) and several large caudal-lateral kicks are above the baseline distribution. Interestingly, the distribution extent of the up-regulated kicks in Fig. 8C does not overlap that shown in Fig. 8B for the phase a peak. Thus in the two kicking phases, the activation amplitude of this synergy was up-regulated in two different regions in the behavioral space.
Duration modulation of synergy coefficients after loading was also a function of behavioral variety. In Fig. 8D , we see that for the phase b duration of synergy K2 (VI, VE, RA), the duration differences of most caudal-lateral kicks are above the baseline distribution. Remarkably, the colors of the upper triangles, reflecting the actual difference values, show that the loaded kicks with larger kick magnitudes tend to have larger duration differences with their baseline neighbors, suggesting that for this synergy, the degree to which the phase b duration was increased by the load depended not only on kick direction, but also on the magnitude of kick displacement.
Likewise, for jumps, the peak amplitude and total burst duration of several synergies were modulated in specific regions of the jump behavioral space. For instance, in frog P, the phase b peak of J4 (Fig. 8E ) and the phase b duration of J2 (Fig. 8F) were both increased in rightward jumps with shorter jump lengths and leftward jumps with medium jump lengths.
Overall, our graphs of the coefficient difference values (Fig.  8, B-F) and the data summarized in Table 4 (columns 4 and 5) reveal that the degree of modulation in either the activation amplitude or duration of a synergy was a function of both the phase of the behavior and the location of that behavioral episode in the behavioral space. In Table 4 , it is noteworthy that unlike the jump synergies for frog P, those for frog Q (saving J1) did not show any modulation in activation amplitude or duration after weight attachment. Thus the pattern of synergy modulation for any perturbation may exhibit substantial intersubject differences (Hoffman and Strick 1993).
Inertial loading increases number of synergy bursts and delays synergy activation
Our visual inspection of the EMG examples described earlier (Figs. 4, 5 , and 7) suggested to us that in phase b of some synergies (e.g., J2), besides activation amplitude and burst duration, both the number of coefficient bursts and the onset time of bursts seem to be altered by loading as well. We thus proceeded to systematically compare these attributes.
Inertial loading tended to increase the number of activation coefficient bursts for certain muscle synergies during the flexion phase of kicking and jumping. Figure 9A shows, for a kick synergy (K4), the percentages of unloaded and loaded episodes having particular numbers of phase b bursts across the range of burst numbers observed. Although there were relatively more unloaded episodes having no burst or only a single burst in phase b than loaded episodes, there were more loaded than unloaded episodes having two or three bursts. Similarly, for synergy J4 of frog P (Fig. 9C) , whereas there were more unloaded jumps than loaded jumps having one to two phase b bursts, the reverse was true for bursts three to five. As summarized in column 6 of Table 4 , except synergy K6, all other kicking and jumping synergies showing a difference in phase b burst number after loading had more bursts in the loaded episodes, consistent with the results shown in Fig. 9 , A and C.
In the flexion phase, inertial loading also tended to delay the onset time of activation of certain muscle synergies. Here, we specified the onset time of all phase b bursts as the time elapsed before burst onset since the phase boundary and compared the unloaded and loaded onset times separately for each order of phase b burst. In synergy K4 (Fig. 9B) , for instance, the onset of the second phase b burst in the loaded episodes was delayed, on average, by 46 ms when compared with that of the unloaded episodes (P Ͻ 0.01) and the onset of the third burst, delayed by 117 ms (P Ͻ 0.01). For synergy J4 of frog P (Fig. 9D) , onsets of the second, third, and fourth bursts were delayed in the loaded jumps by 26, 98, and 223 ms, respectively (P Ͻ 0.01). Other instances of delayed synergy activations are summarized in Table 4 (column 7). FIG. 8. Modulation of synergy activations after loading in selected regions of the behavioral space. A: before performing statistical tests for comparing of the unloaded and loaded coefficients, the onset and offset times of coefficient bursts were automatically marked by a burst detection procedure (see METHODS, Detecting activation bursts of synergy coefficients). Shown here is an example of a coefficient trace containing 5 bursts detected by our procedure. The onset and offset times found here agree very well with those marked manually using a Matlab graphical user interface. For each phase, statistical tests comparing unloaded and loaded burst attributes were performed on the maximum coefficient amplitude (in this example, p 2 for phase a and p 4 for phase b), the total burst duration (in this example, d 1 ϩ d 2 for phase a and d 3 ϩ d 4 ϩ d 5 for phase b), and the burst onset times (phase b only; in this example, t 3 , t 4 , and t 5 ). B-F: in our comparisons of coefficient amplitude and burst duration, we compared the coefficients of loaded and unloaded episodes located at similar positions in the behavioral space. For each phase and for each baseline and loaded episode, the average difference between the amplitude or duration of that episode and those from its 5 closest baseline neighbors were calculated. The difference values of the loaded episodes were then compared against those from the baseline episodes and plotted in the behavioral space to assess whether modulation of the burst attribute was a function of the behavioral variety performed. In B to F, each data point represents a loaded episode; the shape of the marker indicates whether the difference value of an attribute for that episode lies below (ƒ), within (E), or above (‚) the interval containing 95% of the baseline difference values. In these 5 panels for different burst attributes, many loaded episodes have difference values lying above baseline. The triangles are also colored according to a blue-to-red scale to show their actual difference values. Our plots here show that a burst attribute (burst amplitude or burst duration) was modulated after loading only if the behavioral variety performed fell into selected regions of the behavioral space. See RESULTS (Modulation of synergy activations after loading in selected regions of behavioral space) for more details.
D I S C U S S I O N
In this study, to understand how a motor control system composed of discrete muscle synergies may compensate for perturbations, we recorded EMGs and kinematic data from bullfrog natural behaviors before, during, and after the frog's hindlimb was perturbed by an inertial load for multiple times. The synergies and their corresponding condition selections returned by our novel NMF-based procedure indicate that most synergies (saving a few with altered muscle balance at selected conditions) were activated in all unloaded and loaded conditions (Fig. 6, Table 3 ). Our coefficient analyses further reveal that the amplitudes and/or durations of the activations of selected synergies were modulated by the inertial load (Fig. 7 , Table 4 ). The degree of such modulations was a function of the variety of the behavior performed (Fig. 8) . Our trajectory comparison, revealing no aftereffect on load removal (Fig. 3, A  and C) , suggests that the EMG changes resulting from modulation of synergy activations reflect immediate motor adjustments mediated by sensory signals. These compensatory responses may (Fig. 5 ) or may not (Fig. 4) result in trajectory changes.
Muscle synergies as neural constraints of motor outputs
One major result of this study is that most of the muscle synergies underlying the natural motor behaviors examined (kicking, jumping, stepping, and swimming) remained invariant across the different loading conditions. This finding of synergy invariance is significant. Since the additional weight delivered in this study is expected to alter joint torque requirements by increasing the rotational moment of inertia, increasing the calf's gravitational load, and altering the interaction torques exerted onto the different joints during movements (Sainburg et al. 1999) , the pattern of sensory inflow during movements was almost certainly changed by the load. The observation that many of the extracted muscle synergies remained invariant across these varying loading conditions strongly suggests that the extracted synergies most probably represent some fundamental low-level structures used by the CNS for movement construction rather than features contingent on specific patterns of sensory inflow during a particular behavior executed in a particular dynamic environment. Thus the synergies we found likely reflect a preexisting set of neural constraints on motor outputs instead of muscle coactivation patterns assembled before movement onset, according to certain high-level control principles, just for effecting a specific trajectory. This observation of synergy robustness is consistent with the conclusions of a number of recent studies Torres-Oviedo et al. 2006) .
From the perspective of the CNS, generating muscle activation patterns by combining synergies might simplify motor coordination in several ways. First, the number of synergies used is smaller than the number of recorded muscles, as observed in this study (Table 2 ) and in others (e.g., d'Avella and Bizzi 1998; Saltiel et al. 2001; Tresch et al. 1999) . Using a small number of synergies with activation balance profiles spanning many muscles to organize muscle patterns could be a way for the CNS to circumvent the difficulty of controlling a large number of redundant degrees of freedom (Bernstein 1967 ) without losing too much flexibility. Second, by constraining a group of muscles to act as a unit, a synergy may serve to eliminate certain muscle patterns that lead to uncoordinated movements Turvey et al. 1982) . Third, activation of a synergy produces a particular joint torque pattern and/or a net endpoint force toward a specific direction. If such forces are related to some behaviorally relevant kinematic or biomechanical variables, such as the kick direction in the frog (d'Avella et al. 2003) , or forces for maintaining postural balance in the cat (Ting and Macpherson 2005) , then using synergies to generate the appropriate joint torques for a given behavioral goal obviates the need to explicitly solve the inverse dynamics problem, which could be computationally complex (Mussa-Ivaldi and Bizzi 2000) .
Sensory modulation of synergies for adjustments of motor pattern
Although it is clear from our results that many muscle synergies underlying the EMGs remained invariant, the inertial FIG. 9. Inertial loading increases number of bursts and delays burst onset times. A and C: bar graphs showing the percentages of unloaded (gray) and loaded (black) episodes having particular numbers of coefficient bursts in phase b across the range of burst numbers observed. B and D: burst onset times of phase b bursts from unloaded (ᮀ) and loaded (E) episodes (mean Ϯ SD). All burst onset times were specified as the time elapsed between the phase boundary and burst onset. Statistical significance of the difference between the unloaded and loaded onset times was assessed, for each order of burst, using the Kruskal-Wallis test (*P Ͻ 0.01).
load did elicit reversible EMG changes (Figs. 4 and 5) . Our plots of the trajectory figural distance to the nearest baseline episodes (Fig. 3, A and C) show that the beginning episodes of the postload epochs did not exhibit trajectory deviations on load removal. The absence of aftereffect suggests that the EMG changes we report here are likely mediated by some built-in, "ready-to-go" circuitries functioning as immediate compensatory mechanisms for adjusting the behavior to altered dynamic requirements. This conclusion is not only further supported by the swimming episode we show (Fig. 7C) , in which the accidental drop of the weight induced an immediate change in EMG pattern, but is also consistent with previous observations of fast EMG adjustments for counteracting unexpected inertial loads (Gottlieb 1996) . In some task varieties, such adjustments of muscle activities can compensate for the load to the extent that allows the same preload trajectory to be achieved after perturbation (Fig. 4) . In other varieties (Fig. 5) , trajectory changes after loading may result from either incomplete compensation or emerge as a side consequence of EMG changes activated for counteracting some specific deviations induced by the perturbation (e.g., muscles activated for counteracting loading effects along the vertical dimension of the workspace may cause trajectory changes in the horizontal plane).
The load-related EMG changes we describe here are in general consistent with many previous studies documenting modulations of EMG burst width, burst height, and burst onset time associated with inertial loading in a variety of species and behaviors, including frog withdrawal reflexes and wipes (Schotland and Rymer 1993) , human wrist movements (Hoffman and Strick 1993; Mackey et al. 2002) , human elbow movements (Gottlieb 1996; Lestienne 1979) , human reaching (Hatzitaki and McKinley 2001) , and human whole-limb movements (Soechting and Lacquaniti 1988) . In this study, we extend the results of the above-cited authors by recording EMGs from all major muscles of the frog hindlimb during a number of natural behaviors before and after loading and, more important, by analyzing our EMG data using a decomposition algorithm. Our methods have allowed us to draw the conclusion that the EMG responses associated with loading can be described as altered recruitment patterns of invariant muscle synergies (Figs. 7 and 8) . Our results argue for the hypothesis that the temporal activation pattern of a group of robust, invariant synergies can be modulated by sensory afferents so that the amounts of joint torques produced by their respective activations can be adjusted immediately to accommodate any unexpected changes in force requirements.
Given that sensory afferent signals and their dynamic interactions with the central pattern generators play critical roles in establishing the motor pattern for many motor programs such as walking (Pearson 2000 (Pearson , 2004 Rossignol et al. 2006) , it is very likely that sensory modulation of synergies is important not only for perturbation compensation, but also for shaping appropriate motor features of the normal, unperturbed behaviors. The reafference sensory signals generated during the behavior could themselves serve to reinforce or inhibit certain muscle synergies through the same pathways activated during perturbation compensation so that execution of the behavior is facilitated. Recently there has been considerable evidence supporting that the signs and gains of many spinal reflexes are regulated in a task-dependent manner (e.g., Burke 1999; Pearson and Collins 1993) . In light of this, how sensory afferents interact with the neuronal networks organizing the muscle synergies during natural behaviors likely depends on the particular behavior being executed. Such state-dependent regulations of feedback modulation of synergy activations may well constitute one mechanism contributing to the flexible combination of a small set of synergies for generating diverse behaviors.
In light of the proposal that at least some of the muscle synergies are encoded by networks of spinal interneurons (Saltiel et al. 2001 , we speculate that modulation of synergy activations is mediated by segmental pathways subserved by proprioceptive afferents projecting to spinal interneurons. This is corroborated by the anatomical finding in the frog that most of the muscle sensory axons project only to the ventral neuropil of the intermediate gray area, a region rich in interneurons (Jhaveri and Frank 1983) . It should be noted, however, that in the frog lumbar spinal cord some of the sensory afferent axons do synapse directly onto motoneurons (Cruce 1974) and it is possible that part of the roughly 10% data variance unexplained by our synergy model is attributable to monosynaptic reflexes.
Functional considerations
The view of muscle synergy advanced here-that synergies represent motor modules susceptible to sensory modulation for immediate adjustments of motor responses-is not incompatible with the proposal that each synergy functions as a lowlevel controller of a behaviorally relevant kinematic (CajigasGonzález 2003) or biomechanical variable (Torres-Oviedo et al. 2006) . As an example, consider synergy K4 (Fig. 6A) , whose amplitude of activation after loading increases in caudal kicks during kick extension (Fig. 8B) , decreases in caudallateral kicks during extension (Fig. 8B) , and increases in lateral kicks during flexion (Fig. 8C) . Comprising two muscles with hip extensor and knee flexor actions, RI and ST, this synergy could function both to help hip extension while keeping the knee flexed and to facilitate knee actions independent of the hip joint; sensory afferents could serve to reinforce its functions by increasing or decreasing its activation when, for instance, the angular speed of either joint is lower than expected (McIntyre and Bizzi 1993; Soechting and Lacquaniti 1988) . Thus during caudal-kick extension (in which the ankle extends to a caudal position through rapid hip extension with the knee remaining flexed), an additional inertial load, tending to decrease joint velocity, can result in an increased activation of this synergy. However, during caudal-lateral kick extension (in which both the hip and the knee joints rapidly extend) when the load tends to slow down knee extension, the synergy's decreased activation assists knee extension by exerting less flexor torque over the knee joint. Similarly, during lateral-kick flexion, the synergy's increased amplitude facilitates knee flexion by counteracting the load's tendency to slow knee flexion. As pointed out by d 'Avella et al. (2003) , the muscular compositions of synergies may represent an optimum between implementing a set of biomechanical functions critical for the animal's survival and accomplishing motor execution with the smallest possible number of parameters. Our results here further suggest that sensory afferents may serve to optimize the adaptive values of the synergies, in the evolutionary sense, by modulating the duration, amplitude, and timing of their activations so that their functions can be carried out even in an altered dynamic environment.
Choice of synergy model
We have previously proposed two different models of muscle synergy combination: 1) that of time-invariant synergy, adopted here, in which a synergy is a static unit activated by a time-varying coefficient (Cheung et al. 2005; Kargo and Giszter 2008; Saltiel et al. 2001; Tresch et al. 2006) ; and 2) that of time-varying synergy, in which a synergy represents a spatiotemporal activation profile activated by an amplitude factor and time-shifted by an onset time parameter (d'Avella and Tresch 2002; d'Avella et al. 2003; Overduin et al. 2008 Fig. 16 ). However, since the duration of every time-varying synergy is set to a constant in the current formulation of the time-varying model, it is difficult to capture, using this model, the afterloading increase in burst duration in a fixed group of muscles apparent in our EMG data (Figs. 4 and 5) . We therefore proceeded to analyze our EMGs using the time-invariant model, whose time-varying coefficients allow easy characterization of both the increase in burst width associated with loading and how this increase depended on the behavioral variety. Nevertheless, we do expect that the basic conclusion of this study reached by the time-invariant model-that the amplitude, duration, and timing of synergy activations are modulated by loading-is reproducible using a fuller formulation of the time-varying model including a variable synergy duration parameter.
A novel method for extracting shared and specific synergies
In our synergy extractions, we maximize the data variability used in the synergy estimation process by a novel procedure (described in the APPENDIX) capable of extracting, in parallel, synergies shared by all conditions, as well as synergies specific to any subset of conditions, from the pooled data set comprising EMGs of all conditions. This method accomplishes such extractions by exploiting the multiplicative update rules of NMF, which guarantee that any coefficient initially set to zero will remain at zero in all subsequent iterations of the algorithm (Cheung et al. 2005) . The procedure we describe in the APPENDIX is essentially an attempt to generalize the method we previously proposed (Cheung et al. 2005 ) from one for comparing synergies of two conditions, to one suitable for comparing synergies of an arbitrary number of conditions. Although our previous procedure assesses the degree of synergy sharing by comparing subspaces, the procedure here searches for condition selections providing descriptions of the EMGs of all conditions equally well. Such a change in assessment strategy is necessary because it is difficult to accurately determine the dimensionality of a subspace shared between more than three subspaces. We believe that our procedure is a useful tool that can be applied in other contexts for a rigorous and systematic assessment of the degree of feature sharing across many different data sets.
In conclusion, in this study we have presented experimental observations and analytic results arguing that modulating the activations of muscle synergies normally used for constructing unperturbed movements can be a mechanism for accomplishing immediate motor pattern adjustments during natural behaviors. It remains to be seen how long-term motor learning is achieved in a discrete motor system organized by a small number of muscle synergies.
A P P E N D I X
Goal of the procedure
This is a procedure for systematically extracting the following from an arbitrary number of EMG data sets: a set of time-invariant muscle synergies, the time-dependent activation coefficients associated with each synergy, and a data set selection for each synergy indicating in which data set(s) the synergy is activated. These data sets are extracted simultaneously from the data matrix pooling together all EMG data sets so that the amount of data variability used in the extraction process is maximized. Our extraction of the synergies' data set selections offers an objective means of determining the extent of synergy sharing between different data sets.
The problem to be solved by our procedure can be stated formally as follows. Suppose there are N EMG data sets and further suppose that there exists a pool of M synergies, W ϭ {w ជ 1 , w ជ 2 , . . . , w ជ M }. Each data set is generated by linearly combining an unknown subset of synergies selected from the pool. To indicate in which data set(s) every synergy is activated, we associate each synergy to an index set
such that J q (i) ϭ 1 if w ជ q is activated in the data set i and J q (i) ϭ 0 if otherwise. Denoting the EMG signal of the ith data set at time t by D ជ i (t), the model of synergy combination can be stated as follows
where c q i (t) is that time-varying activation coefficient at time t in data set i for synergy q. The goal of the procedure is to use nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF) to extract from the pooled data matrix,
, the following: 1) the pool of synergies W; 2) the number of synergies in the synergy pool M; 3) the coefficients for the synergies C; and 4) the data set selections for the synergies J q (q ϭ 1, . . . , M).
A procedure for discovering shared and specific synergies
The strategy we pursue here to solve the preceding problem is to find the synergies' data set selections that result in a synergy pool having the smallest possible number of synergies (i.e., minimizing M), with all N data sets being described equally well by their corresponding subsets of synergies. As we previously pointed out (Cheung et al. 2005) , the NMF algorithm allows extraction of synergies, each having a particular data set selection determined a priori, from the pooled data matrix. As a result of NMF's multiplicative update rules, if the initial estimate of any matrix component is zero, the estimate of that component remains at zero for the remaining iterations during NMF's implementation. Thus to extract a synergy with a specific data set selection, the only necessary manipulation is to set the coefficient components corresponding to those nonselected data sets to zero, enforcing the synergy's inactivation in those data sets. This property of NMF reduces our problem to finding an appropriate data set selection for every synergy so that M can be minimized.
The procedure proposed here finds the data set selections iteratively by choosing the selections, for one synergy at each iteration (with every iteration here comprising multiple NMF extraction runs, as subsequently described), that result in the extracted synergies describing all data sets equally well at a predefined R 2 . It requires two sets of input parameters: 1) the number of synergies underlying each data set, which is to be kept constant throughout the procedure, and 2) a reference R 2 interval against which the goodness of fit of the synergies (with their particular data set selections) to the data sets is evaluated at each iteration. In our synergy analysis, the first set of inputs was determined by separately extracting synergies from each condition (see METHODS, Determining data dimensionalities); the reference R 2 interval was set to be the 95% confidence interval (CI) of the EMG reconstruction R 2 of the preload condition obtained in the separate extraction stage.
At each iteration of the procedure for finding the selections, the data set selection of one synergy is discovered by choosing the selectionfrom the list of all possible data set selections-that results in equally well descriptions of all N data sets at the reference R 2 level (indicated by the bootstrapped R 2 -CI of each data set overlapping, or lying above, the reference interval). The found selection is then carried over to the next iteration while the data set selection of another synergy, resulting in equally well data set descriptions, is being searched for. At all iterations, the number of synergies describing each data set is kept constant at the predefined number by including enough synergies specific to just that data set in the extraction. As more data set selections spanning more than one data set are found, the number of synergies specific to each data set included in the extraction necessarily decreases and thus the total number of extracted synergies also decreases across iterations. The procedure terminates when no more synergy with selection spanning more than one data set can be further extracted under the preset number of synergies for each data set and under the constraint of equally well descriptions of all data sets. The resulting synergy set at the end is therefore automatically the desired synergy set W, containing the smallest possible total number of synergies M.
In the following text, we illustrate the aforementioned procedure with a specific example. Suppose there are four data sets. Before extractions, we first compile a list of all possible data set selections (excluding those selections containing only one data set) arranged in decreasing degree of sharing (Fig. A1, step 1) . Each selection is represented in the figure by a row of four square boxes, representing the four data sets; a box is colored gray if its corresponding data set is included in the selection and colored black if otherwise.
As mentioned earlier, the procedure requires the number of synergies underlying each data set as a predetermined input. Suppose that these numbers are 5, 6, 3, and 6 for the four data sets. In the first iteration, we find the first shared data set selection by trying each selection in the compiled list one by one, starting from the topmost selection, until we reach one selection yielding equal descriptions of all four data sets. The first extraction run of iteration one involves extraction of one synergy shared by all four data sets (selection ϭ {1, 2, 3, 4}), together with four synergies specific to just data set 1, five specific to just data set 2, two to data set 3, and five to data set 4, so FIG. A1. An illustration of the steps involved in the NMF-based procedure we propose for discovering shared and specific features across an arbitrary number of data set conditions. In this example, there are data from 4 conditions, represented by a row of 4 square boxes. In each row, those boxes corresponding to the selected conditions (i.e., the conditions in which the synergy is activated) are colored gray and, if otherwise, colored black. Each block of boxes in the diagram shown under step 2 and step 4 represents the selections used in an extraction event; each row of the block denotes the condition selection of a synergy; and each column denotes the synergies selected for a condition. For descriptions and explanations of this figure, see the APPENDIX (A procedure for discovering shared and specific synergies).
that the total numbers of synergies for the data sets are made up to 5, 6, 3, and 6, respectively. The total number of synergies extracted for this extraction run is thus 1 ϩ 4 ϩ 5 ϩ 2 ϩ 5 ϭ 17 synergies. Suppose that this extraction event results in the R 2 of one data set dropping below the reference R 2 interval. We then decrease the degree of sharing for the first selection to {1, 2, 3}, the second selection in the step 1 list. Again, specific synergies are added to each data set to keep the total number within each data set constant. Suppose that this shared selection yields descriptions across the four data sets equally well. This selection, {1, 2, 3}, then becomes the first shared data set selection discovered by the procedure.
After the first shared selection is found, the reference R 2 interval is updated to the R 2 -CI of the first data set computed in the last extraction run of iteration 1 (Fig. A1, step 3) . This is necessary to account for the fact that as the total number of synergies extracted decreases, the R 2 of each data set is also expected to decrease and thus the reference enforcing equal descriptions across data sets also needs to be updated to account for the expected R 2 decrease. In the second iteration of the algorithm (Fig. A1, step 4) , two synergies with shared selections are extracted. The data set selection for the first shared synergy, {1, 2, 3}, is carried over to this iteration so that this selection is included in all extraction events for finding the second shared selection. As in iteration 1, the topmost selection in the step 1 list is tried first. Suppose that in this iteration, the R 2 -CI of all data sets overlaps with the reference interval only when the fourth selection in the list, {1, 3, 4}, is tried. With the discovery of this new shared selection, the total number of synergies extracted decreases from 18 at the end of iterations 1 to 16 at the end of iteration 2 (see Fig. A1 ).
From iteration 2 onward, we enforce that the data set selection found must give a R 2 -CI for the first data set (to be used as a reference R 2 interval in the next iteration) that overlaps the original reference R 2 -CI used in the first iteration, to prevent data set descriptions from becoming successively worse across iterations.
Steps 3 and 4 are repeated until no more shared synergies can be extracted without exceeding the numbers of synergies prescribed for the different data sets.
Validating the procedure by simulations
To empirically validate our extraction procedure, we applied the steps described earlier to simulated data sets generated by known synergies and condition selections and then compared the extraction results with the simulated synergies and selections to assess the procedure's performance.
In our simulations, 10 sets of simulated data (12 muscles, 4 data set conditions, 5,000 samples per condition) were generated according to Eq. A2. The number of synergies underlying the data of each condition was set to be four, but the simulated condition selection for each synergy was generated randomly. Components of the simulated muscle synergies and coefficients were randomly drawn from an exponential distribution (mean ϭ 10). The generated data were then corrupted by a 10% Gaussian noise and any negative component in the noise-corrupted data was set to zero (Tresch et al. 2006) . We then applied our procedure to extract synergies and their condition selections, setting the number of synergies for each condition to four. To assess the significance of subsequent comparisons between the simulated and extracted synergies/selections, we also applied our procedure to unstructured data sets generated by independently and randomly shuffling data of each muscle.
Results of our simulations indicate that our procedure performs very well in extracting both the synergies and their condition selections. In the example shown in Fig. A2 , not only are the extracted synergies very similar to the original synergies, but the extracted condition selections also perfectly match the original selections for all synergies. Performance of our synergy extraction procedure was then quantified over all 10 data sets. Each extracted synergy was matched to a simulated synergy in the data set giving maximum scalar product.
FIG. A2. Validating the synergy extraction procedure by simulations. To test the performance of the procedure we developed, simulated EMG data (12 muscles, M1-M12) were generated by combining random synergies drawn from an exponential distribution (A). Data for 4 conditions were generated and each of the 7 random synergies shown here was assigned to a random condition selection (gray ϭ on; black ϭ off), generated in such a way that each condition comprises activations of 4 synergies. Our procedure was then applied to the simulated data. It returned both the synergies extracted and, for each, a condition selection specifying in which conditions the synergy is activated. The extraction results are shown here in B. Not only are the extracted synergies very similar to the original (scalar product ϭ 0.9603-0.9968), but the extracted condition selections also perfectly match the original selections.
We then obtained distributions of the scalar product between the matched synergy pair (Fig. A3A) , and the number of selected and unselected conditions correctly identified within the extracted condition selections (Fig. A3B) , for both the unshuffled and shuffled data sets. For both measures, performance of our procedure in the unshuffled data sets far exceeds that in the shuffled data sets (see legend to Fig. A3 ). These simulation results add confidence to the validity of the NMF-based procedure we propose herein.
Importantly, our procedure performs better than a straightforward application of NMF over the pooled data set without any steps tailored to discovering shared and specific synergies. For each of the 10 simulated data sets, we extracted synergies from the pooled data set without applying the present procedure, initiating NMF with the total number of synergies used to generate the data set. The distribution of best-matching scalar product values between the original and extracted synergies obtained this way (Fig. A3A , thin solid line) substantially overlaps with the baseline distribution obtained from shuffled data. This result suggests that the basis vectors discovered by our procedure may be closer in structure to the true underlying basis vectors. FIG. A3. Quantification of the performance of our procedure in the simulated data sets. A: we computed the scalar product between best-matching pairs of original and extracted synergies as a measure of the procedure's performance. If a simulated synergy had more than one extracted synergy matched to it, its scalar product was averaged over the multiple matched pairs; if a simulated synergy was unmatched, a scalar product of 0 was assigned to it. We show here the scalar product distributions for both the unshuffled (thick solid line) and shuffled (dotted line) data sets. Whereas the scalar product values from unshuffled data all lie close to unity, those from shuffled data range from about 0.6 to 0.9. Clearly, our procedure performed very well in identifying synergy structures. We also extracted synergies from the pooled data set without applying our proposed procedure, initiating NMF with the total number of synergies in the simulated synergy set. Scalar product values from such extractions (thin solid line) overlap substantially with the baseline distribution, suggesting that our procedure enables better NMF performance. B: the procedure's ability to extract condition selections was assessed by counting the total number of selected and unselected conditions correctly identified for each simulated synergy. If multiple extracted synergies were matched to a single simulated synergy, the selections from the matched extracted synergies were combined; for the unmatched simulated synergies, the correctly identified number was set to 0. We see that most of the extracted selections from the unshuffled data sets (gray bars) contain 4 correctly identified selections (i.e., most extracted selections perfectly match their originals), whereas extracted selections from the shuffled data sets (black bars) spread over the entire range of numbers. Thus our procedure also performed very well in identifying condition selections of the synergies.
